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Litigation Backgrounder
Economic Liberty is the Keystone of Liberty
(Losco v. Powelson)
One of the central components of the American Dream is the right to earn a
living. Many people see starting their own businesses, to provide for themselves and
their families, as central to the “pursuit of happiness.” This spirit of entrepreneurship
has helped to make America the dynamic and diverse society that it is. Yet, sadly, in
many states—including the same state where the phrase “pursuit of happiness” was
first written—the law often forbids people from starting a new business. Amazingly,
these laws have nothing to do with protecting the public from dangerous or criminal
activities. Instead, these laws forbid people from starting new businesses unless they
first get permission from their own competitors. We call these laws the “Competitor’s
Veto.”
On May 4, 2015, Pacific Legal Foundation (PLF) filed a federal civil rights lawsuit
on behalf of Cosmo and MaryAnne Losco, who would like to start a moving company
in Pennsylvania. After working for many years for other people, the Loscos decided to
start their own company—a small moving company in their home town of Telford, a
suburb of Philadelphia. But they soon learned that Pennsylvania law allows all of the
state’s existing moving companies to veto their application for a business license. This
backgrounder explains why the Loscos’ case is important in the Keystone State and
throughout the nation.
The Loscos’ small business dream
After years of working for other people—Cosmo as manager of operations for a
medical device manufacturer, and MaryAnne in human resources departments for
several companies—the Loscos decided that they wanted to start a business of their
own. “I was looking for a new challenge” explains Cosmo, “and an opportunity where
I could be my own boss and also help to develop young talent.”
Cosmo decided to start a franchise of a nationwide moving company called
College Hunks Moving. College Hunks franchises throughout the country employ
hardworking young people, and also allow experienced business managers like the
Loscos the opportunity to lead a new company and mentor new workers. “I feel like
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our business can have a positive impact on future leaders and our community,” says
Cosmo, a native Pennsylvanian. “I was born locally and have lived here all my life. I
have given back to my community in various ways, including coaching sports for over
30 years. Moving is stressful for people. Providing top notch service during a stressful
time was appealing to me.”
In February, 2015, he bought a franchise and began the process of getting the
required government licenses. That was when they learned that Pennsylvania law
forbids a person from running a moving company without first having a Certificate of
Public Convenience, or CPC. And whenever a person applies for a CPC, officials with
the state’s Public Utility Commission notify the state’s existing movers and give them
the opportunity to object to any new moving business starting up.
“I heard about the difficulties one of our franchise partners was having obtaining
his license,” says Cosmo. “It didn’t make sense to us that all the other licensed moving
companies get a ‘vote’ on who is granted a license. And it’s clear that there is a system
in place that makes it nearly impossible to be approved for the license. It’s frustrating
and just seems unfair and unconstitutional.”
How the Keystone State blocks the road against entrepreneurs
Under Pennsylvania law, any person wanting to run a moving company must
first get a CPC.1 But whenever a person applies for a CPC, state officials publish a
notice of the application in a newsletter called the Pennsylvania Bulletin. Once the notice
is published, the state’s existing moving companies are given 15 days to file “protests”
against the application.2
A company can protest, not because the applicant is unsafe, unqualified, or
dishonest, but simply because it does not want competition. In fact, the law requires
any protesting company to identify the “adverse impact which approval of the
application can be expected to have” on the protesting company and “any restrictions to
the application which would protect the protestant’s interest, including a concise
statement of any amendment which would result in a withdrawal of the protest.”3 In
simpler language, the protesting company must explain how much competition it
expects the applicant will cause, and explain how the applicant can narrow down its
proposed operations in a way that will satisfy the protesting company.
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Whenever a protest is filed, two things happen. First, the state puts a 20‐day
waiting period on the application, during which the applicant and the protesting
company are expected to negotiate their territory of operations.4
Second, if the applicant refuses, and insists instead on the right to compete
against the existing companies, the Public Utility Commission must then hold a hearing,
where the applicant is forced to prove that he or she should have the right to compete.5
If the applicant is organized as a corporation—like CD Losco, LLC—they are required
to hire a lawyer; the owners are not allowed to represent the business on their own.6
At the hearing, the applicants are required to prove, among other things, that a
new moving company “is necessary or proper for the service, accommodation,
convenience, or safety of the public,”7 that the new company would “serve a useful
public purpose,”8 and that a new moving company will not “endanger or impair the
operations of existing [movers]” to a degree that bureaucrats consider “contrary to the
public interest.”9
There’s no law or regulation or court precedent that defines such vague terms as
“endanger the operations” or “proper for the convenience of the public.” In short, the
law allows bureaucrats at the Public Utility Commission to decide when competition
should be allowed and not allowed.
Together, the notice, protest, and hearing requirement, and the vague, anti‐
competitive language in the law, create a “Competitor’s Veto” that allows existing
moving companies to block new competition, or at least to impose expensive and time‐
consuming burdens on them. The law gives established businesses a tool that they can
use to outlaw their own competition.
“It just doesn’t seem fair to not be allowed to secure a moving license in the state
of Pennsylvania,” says Cosmo. “The state should allow open competition and give
people the right to earn a living.”
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How the “Competitor’s Veto” harms consumers and entrepreneurs
Many jobs require some sort of license—from a simple business license to a
doctor’s license that requires extensive education and training. But CPC laws are
different. Unlike licensing laws that assess whether a person is competent and honest,
CPC laws block competition that the government deems undesirable.
Competitor’s Veto laws originated in the nineteenth century in order to regulate
railroads. Sections of Pennsylvania’s law, in fact, still mention railroads specifically.10
But they were never updated as technology advanced and moving services began to be
provided by automobile. And existing businesses found it advantageous to keep these
laws in place to block competition.11
In the years since, many economists and experts in regulation, including Stephen
Breyer, before he joined the Supreme Court, have warned that these laws are
economically inefficient—encouraging existing businesses to waste time and money
seeking political favors and blocking competition, all of which ultimately hurts
consumers.12 Worse, these laws block entrepreneurship in an industry that is an ideal
opportunity for entry‐level workers—doing violence to the values of entrepreneurship
and initiative that our nation has so long cherished.13
In economic terms, Competitor’s Veto laws raise two primary problems: “rent‐
seeking” and the “knowledge problem.” Rent‐seeking occurs when existing businesses
lobby the government to give them special favors: the more those favors are worth, the
more the businesses will devote to scrambling for government benefits. Thus, if the
government can prohibit competition against one company, which enables that
company to raise its prices by a certain amount, the company can be expected to invest
about that amount in its efforts to persuade the government to keep that exclusion in
place. The second problem—the “knowledge problem”—holds that government cannot
possibly know all the information necessary to plan out an economy. Pennsylvania law
requires entrepreneurs to prove to a government agency that a new moving company
would be “advantageous”—but nobody knows what sorts of businesses will be
“advantageous” to the public before that business opens its doors. Certainly
government officials have no incentive to get such a difficult prediction right, since they
bear none of the cost of an erroneous prediction. And government officials rarely do
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the sort of market research necessary to predict what sorts of prospective businesses
will succeed.
But worse than these effects are the consequences for entrepreneurs. Although
relatively little research has been done on this front, two recent cases in Missouri14 and
Kentucky15 demonstrate how Competitor’s Veto laws typically block competition for
the private benefit of existing companies. In both of those states, members of the
general public never opposed the issuance of new moving licenses—only existing
companies did, and none ever suggested that the applicant would be a danger to the
public. As a result, in both states, potential entrepreneurs were often forced to abandon
their plans to develop new companies—all to perpetuate monopolies in the hands of
existing businesses.
“Competitor’s Veto” laws are unconstitutional
Every time the Supreme Court has addressed the question, it has struck down
Competitor’s Veto laws as unconstitutional. In 1889, in its very first decision on the
question of occupational licenses, the Court explained that while the government may
impose licensing requirements to ensure that people who practice a trade are honest
and skillful, the government may not arbitrarily block people from entering a business
for no good reason.16 In the 1920s, it struck down laws very similar to Pennsylvania’s,
holding that the laws’ “primary purpose is not regulation with a view to safety or to
conservation of the highways, but the prohibition of competition.”17
The Court most directly addressed the question in 1932, when, in New State Ice
Company v. Liebmann,18 it struck down an Oklahoma law which required a license to
operate an ice‐delivery business—but allowed existing businesses to block any new
license from being issued. The Court explained that under the Constitution, “it is
beyond the power of a state, under the guise of protecting the public, arbitrarily to
interfere with private business or prohibit lawful occupations or impose unreasonable
and unnecessary restrictions upon them.”19 For the state to “shut out new enterprises,
and thus create and foster monopoly in the hands of existing establishments” violated
the Constitution’s guarantee of due process of law.20
Sadly, within a few years of the New State Ice decision, federal courts began
scaling back protections for economic freedom. Under a legal theory called the
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“rational basis test,” courts gave state and federal officials virtually limitless power to
restrict economic freedom.21 The Court has never overruled New State Ice, but today,
judges often ignore the many ways government exploits its power to regulate—which is
supposed to protect the public health and safety—for the private benefit of the
politically powerful. In 2004, for example, the Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals held that
the Constitution allows lawmakers to “dish[] out special economic benefits to certain
in‐state industries” even where doing so has no connection to protecting public safety.22
Some courts have disagreed, however. In 2008, the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals
rejected that approach, declaring that while government has broad discretion to
regulate in the interest of the public, “economic protectionism for its own sake,
regardless of its relation to the common good, cannot be said to be in furtherance of a
legitimate governmental interest.”23
In 2014, a federal district court in Kentucky struck down that state’s licensing law
for moving companies, declaring that it allowed “an existing moving company [to]
essentially ‘veto’ competitors from entering the moving business for any reason at all,
completely unrelated to safety or societal costs.”24 The court noted that the law, “in
essence, is providing an umbrella of protection for preferred private businesses while
blocking others from competing, even if they satisfy all other regulatory
requirements.”25 This violated the constitutional right to earn a living without
unreasonable interference by the government. Noting that the case set important
precedent protecting economic freedom, columnist George Will declared the decision
the “year’s most encouraging development in governance.”26
What are other states doing?
PLF has been fighting Competitor’s Veto laws since 2009, when it filed suit
against Oregon officials on behalf of Portland business owner Adam Sweet, and his
company, 2Brothers Moving. Oregon lawmakers reacted to the lawsuit by swiftly
repealing the law.
A year later, PLF lawyers sued Missouri over its anticompetitive licensing law for
moving companies, representing St. Louis business owner Michael Munie. There, too,
officials chose to repeal their Competitor’s Veto law rather than defend it in court.
Missouri’s new licensing law, passed in 2012, was particularly friendly to free
enterprise. It eliminated the requirement entirely, and declared instead that any person
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wanting to enter the moving business would be entitled to a permit so long as he “is fit,
willing and able to properly perform the service proposed and to conform to [safety
regulations].”27 As a result, the waiting time to obtain a moving company license in the
Show Me State has dropped from an average of 319 days to an average of 19 days.28
PLF’s victory in Kentucky also resulted in a major win for free enterprise when state
officials declared that they would apply the court’s ruling not just to the moving
industry, but to all transportation markets.29
Today, PLF is challenging Competitor’s Veto laws in Montana and Nevada, as
well as Pennsylvania.
Cosmo and MaryAnne Losco believe that it is the constitutional right of every
person to earn an honest living without unreasonable government interference. “I am
bringing this lawsuit in an effort to have the law in Pennsylvania changed and to allow
people like me the right to compete and earn a living,” says Cosmo. “It just doesn’t
seem fair to not be allowed to secure a moving license in the state of Pennsylvania.”
The legal team
Cosmo and MaryAnne Losco, and the company, CD Losco, LLC, are represented
by PLF attorneys Timothy Sandefur and Anastasia Boden, with the assistance of
Pennsylvania attorney Mark Jakubik. The Loscos are seeking no damages—only an
injunction and declaratory relief to declare the Pennsylvania Competitor’s Veto law
unconstitutional under the Fourteenth Amendment’s Due Process, Equal Protection,
and Privileges or Immunities Clauses.
Pacific Legal Foundation (www.pacificlegal.org) is the largest and oldest public
interest law firm dedicated to individual liberty, private property rights, and limited
government. Established in 1973, PLF is headquartered in Sacramento, California, and
maintains offices in Washington state, Washington D.C., and Florida. Its Economic
Liberty Project is led by PLF Principal Attorney Timothy Sandefur, whose book, The
Right to Earn a Living: Economic Freedom and the Law, was published in 2010 by the Cato
Institute. Through the Project, PLF defends the fundamental right of all Americans to
earn a living through an honest trade.
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This backgrounder was prepared by Timothy Sandefur and Anastasia Boden. For
more information, or to arrange interviews with PLF attorneys and their clients, please
contact:
Kate A. Pomeroy, Media Officer and Research Associate
Pacific Legal Foundation DC Center
300 New Jersey Avenue NW, Suite 900
Washington, DC 20001
Phone: (202) 888‐6881
Fax: (202) 888‐6885
E‐mail: kap@pacificlegal.org
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